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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Thank you very much for letting me contribute to this study. The authors came across 

the rare and significant case of CVST with minor gene mutation. Their management 

worked properly without severe adverse events. They also managed the patient's 

daughter with up-to-date knowledge as well.  I believe it is very important to report 

these type of cases where we can know "which mutation can cause what type of 

symptoms and how we can manage it." However, as a case report, this manuscript lacks 

a clinical perspective. The patient had been suffering from headache for 10 years. 

Headache is one of the most common chief complaint in outpatient clinics or emergency 

departments. But most of the cases are not critical. Diagnosis of CVST is challenging also 

because they do not present typical or classical symptoms or laboratory data.  In 

addition to the gene mutation, it would reinforce the impact of this report if they 

mentioned more detail of clinical courses such as "what was specifically suspicious and 

how they decided to perform MRI." Moreover, description of particular differences in 

clinical signs would be of great help to broaden our knowledge. If this gene mutation 

does not only cause CVST but also lead to specific symptoms, we can focus on those 

signs when we see patients with headache next time. 

 


